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1	What is Public Relations?
Ironically, public relations probably suffers from a worse press than almost any other profession. The art of presenting
consistently a series of positive messages about themselves seems to elude many of the otherwise smart practitioners who
use their skills to persuade the public to buy unwanted goods, services or images. This lack of clarity is not only ironical; it
is also counterproductive for the PR profession because no self respecting business of any size - and absolutely no public
sector organisation - can afford to ignore some aspects of public relations.
Apart from anything else, there is a great deal of confusion over exactly what PR is. Most of us have heard of it. Some of
us use it. Few of us really understand it. And yet, it’s been around a long time - if under other names.
The first recorded application of the art dates from the time, around 2000 BC, when Moses was standing on the shore of
the Red Sea with his Public Relations Officer by his side, hundreds of Israelites looking to him for leadership and thousands
of Egyptians bearing down upon them in chariots.
“What, exactly, are we going to do now?” enquired the PRO with trepidation.
Moses thought for a while and then said: “What about if I arrange it so that the Red Sea divides leaving a dry causeway
in the middle for us to walk over? Then when the Egyptians get here the sea can roll back again and drown them all.”
The PRO thought about this long and hard and finally said “It’ll never work, never. Tell you what though, if it does, I’ll
guarantee you a double page spread in the Old Testament.”
The actual coverage of this incident in the Old Testament is 16 verses covering less than half a page, which just goes to
show that PR people have always erred on the optimistic side in their forecasts of media coverage, even when miracles
are performed.
This book is designed to give an introduction to the more conventional and modern practices of PR and to present some
guidelines for the lay person, setting out the ground rules, introducing some of the main activities which take place under
the PR banner and addressing some of the pitfalls and advantages of the art - for it is an art, not a science or even, yet,
a management discipline.
The book is specifically aimed at the small/medium sized business or organisation mainly in the private and voluntary
sectors although many public sector bodies might also benefit from reading it, or anything else about PR. Wherever
possible, the examples quoted are relevant to these areas. In some instances, it happens that more graphic examples exist
in larger organisations and, where this is so, these examples are given for greater clarity.
The principles involved, however, do not differ in any material way from one organisation to another or from one PR
practitioner to another. It is merely the method by which the principles are put into practice which might vary.
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What is PR?
First, what exactly is PR? and why might you need it anyway?
There is still a popular misconception that PR is mainly the gin and tonic brigade, adept at whining and dining, spending
other people’s money with alarming freedom and generally having a high old time. Actually, it isn’t like this; and it if ever
was, it certainly isn’t any longer.
Before we define it, let’s try to establish what it isn’t.
1. It isn’t words or pictures about your organisation that you have paid a newspaper, magazine, electronic
publishing house, radio or TV station to carry. That’s advertising.
2. It isn’t the constant portrayal of a leading figure in the organisation as being paramount in his/her field.
That’s self aggrandizement.
3. It isn’t a section of the Marketing department which acts only as an obtainer of free media coverage for a
product or service - although that may be part of its key function
4. It isn’t a service to reserve private suites at the Savoy, book tables in some dubious night club, order the
coffee or drive the Managing Director’s children to the zoo. That’s the role of either the secretary or the au
pair, depending on the attitude of Mrs Managing Director. (NB. This hardly ever applies to Chairmen; they
already have a full staff to carry out all these things)
5. It isn’t the automatic right to have your point of view recorded for posterity by a journalist or broadcaster.
That’s impossible.
6. It isn’t a dustbin for all the fiddling jobs that nobody else wants to do and that may loosely involve the public
or the organisation’s image. That’s bad management.
Yet it can embody all these areas and a great deal more besides. Perhaps what it is can best be summed up in the sentence:“The art of presenting an organisation in its best light to all its audiences”
In other words, controlling the way in which the organisation is presented to influence the way in which people (or, that
current buzz phrase with no clear meaning, stakeholders) regard it.
And it is an art, when properly carried out, because it follows artistic lines which play upon emotion rather than logic.
It involves the creative side of the brain more than the practical one in a way which is similar to the creative role in
advertising. It establishes and sustains corporate imagery - and that is not a scientific process.
The word “audiences” in a PR sense does not just mean the public or external bodies; it also means employees, suppliers,
business partners, associates, the media, trade networks, industry watchdogs, financial investors, social groupings and a
whole host of influential groups known in the PR industry as Target Audiences.
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PR therefore exists to:•

build the reputations of companies and organisations

•

build the reputations of individuals as experts in their fields

•

increase awareness and appreciation of products or services and of the organisation which provides them

•

enhance credibility of a public positoin or an organisation’s worth

•

mount a campaign aimed at achieving specific objectives

In other words, PR aims to make people think differently of an organisation - more highly, perhaps. And this aim can be
carried out either in-house by the organisation’s own staff, by using the services of a PR consultancy or by a combination
of both.

Two-Way Communication
PR is not simply a one-way flow of pell mell information resembling a sort of badly written M25; it has a two-way role as
well. It can, for example, help to shape an organisation’s policies by informing management of the expectations, opinions and
concerns of its various publics and explaining and advising upon subsequent action. In this role PR is firmly a management
function, charged with the responsibility of managing an organisation’s reputation - shaping, protecting and promoting it.
It does this by a huge spread of activity - perhaps wider than those of most other professions. Press and media relations
is the best known and certainly one the most important disciplines, but in reality, any channel of communication is a PR
opportunity.
A campaign, therefore, may include writing and publishing brochures, leaflets, pages on web sites, posters and
advertisements, lobbying national or local government, holding briefing sessions and presentations for pressure groups
and influential individuals, embarking upon educational programmes, persuading third parties to write or comment
favourably to lend support from quarters which are perceived to be impartial, arranging exhibitions and conferences,
organising visits to venues by important pressure groups and, often, persuading the press and media to support the cause.
Some of these activities might have been undertaken in any case - such as the advertising or lobbying - but taken as a
whole, they require a PR coordinator to mould them into an effective expression of the case, to ensure consistency of
messages, accuracy of information and, above, all, that the message has been properly put across, received and understood.
One notable captain of industry defined, or re-defined, the classic definition of the principles of communication, although
he was honest enough to admit that it owed something to Aristotle.
“There are three main stages. First, you must define what you want and need to communicate - the message
- and communicate it clearly and concisely. Then you must ensure that it has been understood by those to
whom it has been communicated. Finally, you must ensure that the audience knows exactly what you want
them to do as a result of your communication and that must include a right of reply. Without these elements,
you are wasting your time.”
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Those cardinal rules - to clarify, to communicate, to ensure understanding and opportunity of reply - govern most that
is beneficial in PR terms. They also ensure that thought has been given to the objectives and the strategy of how this is
going to be achieved.
Accordingly, the objectives must be established in your own mind as a necessary precursor to the process of PR - just
as it must in many other business activities. Once the objectives have been agreed, the strategy of how they are to be
attained must be devised and put into operation. Finally, the degree of success must be evaluated, not only to gauge the
success of this exercise but also so that future exercises start from a more informed base and so that any oversights or
omissions can be rectified.
Put in this somewhat theoretical way, the task may sound dry and clinical - as any profession can be at times. The practice
is very different however; often interesting, sometimes exciting - and not always for the right reasons - often fraught. The
challenge of influencing people’s thinking and of changing their minds remains fresh and absorbing even after many years
in the business. A couple of examples may help to illustrate this.

The Great Dunlop Squash Racket
One good example of pro-active consumer product PR is the launch of the Dunlop MAX 500G squash racket. It was
the latest in the Dunlop range of rackets - of which there were a dozen or so - and, consequently, it had to be made to
stand out from the rest of this range, as well as from the competition, especially to justify its premium pricing position.
All the usual advertising and point of sale (POS) activities were planned with a substantial launch budget. This was all
fine as far as it went. However, it was important to address the large body of keen squash players - about 2 million in the
UK alone - who would not necessarily be exposed to this campaign. So it was decided to mount a regional press launch,
partly because local papers are a great place to sell consumer goods and partly because the specialist squash press media
is very restricted.
The problem here was that there was very little reason for regional newspapers to write about a new squash racket which
had negligible local or national news interest. Somebody introduces a new racket every five minutes; they all look much
the same and often play in much the same way - true “Me, too” products.
So it was decided to use the services of Dunlop Slazenger’s best known retained squash player, Jonah Barrington, a former
World Champion and, even in his early 50s, more than capable of beating most players in the country. Jonah hosted a
series of press launches at prestigious squash clubs throughout the UK in London, Birmingham and Manchester. By this
means it was possible to invite literally hundreds of journalists all within a couple of hours’ travel of these venues.
The evening began with a brief presentation on the background to the squash racket market so that the journalists were
given the context in which the product was being launched and the strength of the Dunlop brand in the UK market over 40% at that time.
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The Squash Manager then described the properties of the MAX 500 G and especially the benefits of the, then, high
technology design with its hollow carbon fibre frame. He introduced a seven minute video, also featuring Jonah, illustrating
these properties. After this the journalists had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the main features and issues
before Jonah gave one of his famous clinics.
In this he talked very entertainingly about squash in general for about an hour, illustrating some of his points with a
hapless, volunteer guinea pig player (who received a free racket for his/her pains). Then Jonah rounded off the evening
with an exhibition match against a well-known local player, usually the unfortunate local squash club professional (Jonah
likes to win his exhibition matches). A buffet gave further opportunity for discussion until the small hours.
The venues were packed at each session and the resulting regional coverage was very satisfactory. Much of the expenditure
was being incurred in any case - the video was produced for clubs and retailers, for instance - but the entire cost was not
more than a fraction of the launch advertising and promotional budgets. It was a drop in the ocean for a product which
became by far the best selling squash racket in the UK within three months of launch.
The cost - less than £3,000 for each occasion - included all the press releases, packs and photographs, invitations, hospitality
and catering, hire of venues, Jonah’s fees, travel and subsistence as well as a few free rackets. The evenings were enjoyable
and successful and helped to forge stronger links with the clubs and the public as well as the specialist and regional press.
It was a classic example of the product launch.

Shock! Horror! Drama!
The second example - and the other side of the coin - is the response, defensive campaign aimed at damage limitation
after things have gone wrong. As with most cases of this type, the PR specialists were called in only after it was too late
to avert the damage altogether.
A well-known company had organised a national newspaper competition through its retail chain. On the day of the draw,
the first correct entry taken at random out of the hat won a holiday villa, the runner up won a car and 20 third places
won less exotic prizes. During the draw, there had, apparently, been some question over the order in which the winners
were drawn, particularly as a wide geographical spread of winners would clearly result in greater regional media publicity.
Some days after the draw and after the results had been announced, one of the employees concerned left the company
and promptly informed the editor of the local newspaper that irregularities had taken place in the allocation of prizes.
What was worse was that he also tried to involve one of the major Sunday newspapers, a title which could easily and very
quickly have besmirched the good name of the company and done irreparable damage to the good image, especially of
the retail chain.
Containing action was needed very quickly. It had to be totally convincing while preserving the integrity of the company in
the face of the possible shock, horror, drama which might break at any minute. As usual in these situations, the company
was hampered by the fact that it did not really know how much the informant knew, how much the newspapers knew or
even what had really gone on at the draw. The company’s PR function and its chosen PR agency had to play it very safe.
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The first stage was to devise a holding statement in case the story was printed - a statement which upheld the company’s
integrity and professionalism while going some way towards admitting that there might be matters worth investigating.
This statement was only to be used in a reactive mode, in case a journalist contacted the company before the truth could
be ascertained.
The next stage was to contact the main prize winners and ensure that they were happy with the way in which their prizes
had been allocated. However, it was also decided as a strategic measure to award two first prizes and no second prize so
that absolute fairness and justice could have been seen to be done.
In parallel with these actions, the internal machine came into action; all the staff involved were interviewed, the truth
finally extracted and appropriate action taken, some of it of a disciplinary nature. At the same time, the security department
investigated the background of the ex-employee who had created all the fuss and came up with some pretty damning
circumstances.
In light of these developments, the press statement was updated just as the editor of the local paper - who also acted as a
link with the Sunday scandal sheet - rang up to ask about the allegations. He was invited in for a full discussion, at which
occasion he received and accepted the company’s statement.
The resulting article he produced for his next issue was a model of responsible, objective reporting which reflected
considerable credit on the company. The Sunday paper ignored the story altogether once it discovered that a happy ending
was likely. Before the local paper article appeared, all staff were fully briefed and considerable mileage was made both
internally and externally of the company’s integrity and generosity by awarding two first prizes instead of one.
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And there, to all intents and purposes, it ended with all parties happy, damage limited to an extra first prize and considerable
goodwill created in a number of prize winning communities throughout the country. The ex-employee, faced with possible
legal proceedings, vanished.
This incident, although greatly simplified and made anonymous in this narrative, is a good example of the value of crisis
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2 The Standing of PR
So diverse is the field of PR that it defies a single label. Indeed the phrase “Public Relations” itself is a misleading and
somewhat hackneyed description which began to run out of credibility during the 1980s. At that time the vision of PR
which many people harboured - and which some may still have - was of the smarmy fixer glued to a gin and tonic, a
Sloane whose need for work was debatable and who thought it would be fun to go into PR. The fact that the Royal Family
have married into two PR-related partners hasn’t necessarily helped matters much. Some PR people were pseudo hacks
not talented enough to be a proper journalist - or even, more likely, an improper one.
PR has undoubtedly suffered because of the apparent lightweight nature of its business. Perhaps it had also suffered because
a number of less than ethical elements have been attracted to the fast buck which could be made, especially consultancies
- but this is not an occurrence unique to PR.
The depth of suspicion about the PR label is still manifest. One consultant chemical pathologist involved with a PR
consultant in preparing a paper for an international conference of highly eminent medics once said “You know, I never
used to think much of PR people”; this was after his slides and script had been uncomplainingly re-written for the
umpteenth time overnight. It is still to common an outlook and one to which very little difference has been made over
the past couple of decades.
As with most professions, PR has its governing bodies, (the Public Relations Consultants Association - PRCA, the
International Association of Business Communicators - IABC and the Institute of Public Relations - IPR) although few
of them wield over their members a fraction of the influence developed over the years by, say, the Law Society. However,
some can provide support services in laying down codes of conduct and practice for their members

The guises under which PR operates
Partly as a result of the backlash against the PR label and partly for a complex variety of reasons, there has arisen a
proliferation of names for in-house employees who carry out work of a PR nature. This has led to a confusing number of
titles for thousands of people doing similar work.
The public sector, for example, perceived the need for some form of PR service during the 1970s, although a few areas,
notably in government and nationalised industry, had been using the facility for a long time. What especially gave impetus
to the rapid acquisition of PR skills was the greater openness and accountability of the public sector - perhaps one of
the most practical and enduring outcomes of the 1960s protest movement - together with far reaching changes to local
government first emerging around 1974.
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In this, relatively socialist, climate of opinion in the late 1960s and early 1970s - perhaps the only time when there ever
has been a socialist period in the UK - any practice which smacked of capitalist exploitation was ostensibly taboo in
official circles. This was especially so at a time when private enterprise was less fashionable than it has since become,
when employment was relatively full and when the spectre of Rachmann, Poulson and Cunningham haunted those in
authority. Interestingly, at the time of writing, the son of Alderman Cunningham is a cabinet minister; perhaps the wheel
turns full circle.
Terms such as “PR” and “advertising” while not exactly dirty words, were not fully trusted by those still grappling with
the problems of implementing the liberal, alternative dreams of the 1960s in a society whose fabric was being increasingly
torn apart by economic ills, radical reform and industrial strife.
Consequently, employers in local government, education and health authorities and quangoes circumvented the difficulties
of jumping on the bandwagon of greater communication and openness without compromising their ideals by calling by
some other name the PR practitioners they were busily recruiting.
“Information officer” was one which was, and still is, greatly favoured by universities, colleges and some of the public
utilities which have since been privatised. Of the other commonly found terms, “Communications” became burdened
with another meaning and on which is still confusing to many who expect it to represent aspects of technology or postal
services. “External relations” or “affairs” acquired favour in both private and public sector organisations which had difficulty
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“Employee Relations” grew in the 1980s when that responsibility was quite often transferred to the professional
communicators in PR, often to the despair of the Personnel, or latterly HR, department.
Those with vision in the 1970s saw that PR, whatever it was called, would become an indispensable part of the marketing
mix, that grandiose title which describes a rag-bag of duties from pricing to market research to advertising.
Thus, as enterprise and marketing regained credibility throughout the Thatcher years of the 1980s, so the proliferation of
titles crept into the private sector as well. Companies with a need for strong sales support pushed PR people into marketing
departments, sometimes as “Product Affairs” or “Publicity”.
In order to distinguish the market support roles from the broader business-wide role, therefore, “Corporate Affairs” or
“Relations” titles began to appear and are now the accepted label in a number of large organisations.
Latterly, something of a compromise has been reached with the adoption of yet another variation, “Public Affairs”. This, a
senior figure in the profession once sourly remarked, was all too appropriate for the role.” They can’t do anything decently
in private,” he observed. “They’ve even got to make a public drama out of their sex lives.”
Whatever it’s called, PR is here to stay and to be used and the number of organisations which have an awareness and
appreciation of what it offers increase every week.

Who needs it?
All organisations, public or private, who have a need to communicate their point of view convincingly to any audience.
They all have a need for some kind of PR service, even if they don’t always call it that.
But isn’t communicating with other people or entities largely common sense? Yes, it is, but there are also many different
ways of applying that sense, not least the professional knowledge of when to communicate to which audiences and why.
There are also a large number of professional techniques involved in expressing what you want to say. This is where PR
is a practical combination of the best method and the best discipline to achieve your objectives.
It may well be that the relatively new emergence of the PR profession - over the last quarter of a century - is partly a
process of bringing together a wide variety of traditional communications skills under one umbrella. It may also be that
this process has impinged upon several other areas of communication while overlaying them with a veneer of skills and
respectability, some of it imported from other management disciplines and other cultures.
Irrespective, there are three main reasons why an organisation needs a PR service in one form or another:1. It is extremely cost effective in comparison with other methods of communicating and publicising a
message. An advertising campaign for a new product can easily cost around £500,000 even without TV
exposure. A much publicised recent airline campaign using TV reputedly cost £5m. Yet a PR campaign to
promote the same product is feasible for 10-15% of that cost. There won’t be quite the same control over
what is reported or where or when, but this is often more than compensated for by the second factor
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2. The impartial opinion. For example, by having a new product or service reviewed in the press and media,
the public is reassured that an independent, third party observer has tested it, understands it and is
reasonably sure that it presents fair value for money. No advertisement can achieve that effect for adverts
are always perceived - perhaps subconsciously - as paid for space or air time which carries a hard selling
message or hidden propaganda motive. Perhaps surprisingly, even alarmingly, the general public still believes
much of what it reads in the papers, sees on TV or hears on radio to a very high degree.
3. PR has become an essential tool in the overall process of business growth and organisational development.
It is now becoming accepted as an integral part of the combination of disciplines which go to make up
any properly structured organisation, public or private. Operating across its three classic areas of product,
business and internal affairs, it provides a service complementary to the overall objectives of growth and
profitability by interlocking with marketing, sales, HR, manufacturing, purchasing, finance, engineering,
business planning, R & D, operations and all the other elements in a modern integrated business structure.
Indeed, in many respects, it cuts across all these in a way in which few other operations are able to do and,
in some structures, the PR Director is closer to the Chairman or CEO than any comparable director, with
the possible exception of Finance.
As a profession, PR is still in its formative years. It does not yet have the seniority or respect afforded to other professions,
such as law or accountancy, nor is it necessarily going to achieve this in the foreseeable future. What it does have is a
power to change people’s minds, sometimes in an open and direct fashion, sometimes in an altogether more subtle and
delicate way, more akin to the intrigues of an Italian Renaissance court than to the hurly-burly of modern business. Jack
of all skills and master of only the power of expression, it has an enduring and increasing role in modern society.

Applying PR in practice
All this theory is all very well but the reason you’ve bought - or borrowed, liberated or rescued - this book is to find out
how to conduct successful PR activity as an integral part of your overall business. By now, you may be feeling that it’s
about time you got your teeth into something meaty, with apologies to vegetarians. Very well, then. The rest of the book
is geared to the opportunities of the PR world and deals with these from a practical point of view.
What this book sets out to do is to establish the foundation skills which are necessary if you want to conduct your own
PR activity, even to a limited extent. This includes the rudiments of relations with press and broadcast media, local
communities, employees and opinion formers and indicates the nature and value of sponsorship, an activity which often
runs hand in hand with PR programme.
It covers most of the areas in which you’ll need to operate and provides an introduction to the kind of services that you
may need to call upon to bolster your efforts. For, although a lot of PR is just common sense, hard work and the application
of basic principles - like any other skill - there are a number of specialised areas in which you would do well to take the
advice, if not the full time services, of a professional practitioner.
It also touches on the advantages and pitfalls of using a PR consultancy to do all or part of the job for you. If you decide
to go down this route, therefore, you will be more aware of what you want from the service, how you should be briefing
and working with a consultancy, what you should be paying and what you ought to be getting in return.
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This book does not pretend to be a bible or even an exhaustive list of PR skills. By common consensus, the definitive
book on PR has not yet been written and this is certainly not going to be it. Some aspects, for example, are deliberately
omitted as being unnecessary detail at this stage. The book merely sets out one fundamental approach to realising the
potential which exists for most literate business people who wish, and need, to raise the profile and thereby the standing,
of their organisations. In this, it is aimed largely at the private sector, although many public sector practitioners may also
find it beneficial.
Before the detail starts, therefore, here is a brief description of the main types of PR operation to help you decide in which
areas you need to concentrate your efforts.

Product PR
This is the most common and traditional aspect of PR work: the promotion of the product, brand or service, usually
through the press and broadcast media as well as other channels. It involves persuading journalists to write about the
product or service, preferably in a positive way but, at least, to write about it. This brings the subject to the notice of
the customer without the often prohibitive costs of advertising while at the same time imbuing it with the benefits of an
informed third party opinion.
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Product PR is clearly very useful to launch a new product when a consistently high level of visibility is required - see also
Chapter 3. It is also used, however, to keep the product in front of the public. Most of the cars which appear in fictional
programmes on TV and in feature films, for instance, are placed there after much hard work from the PR department of
the car companies, invariably without charge and, it has been rumoured, sometimes with backhanders to ensure selection
ahead of the competition. Just think of the Bond films and, depending on how old you are, you probably associate them
with Aston Martin, Lotus or BMW. Oddly enough, brands like Lada, Daewoo, SEAT and Hyundai hardly ever come to
mind in this connection. Or in most other connections.
More people are employed in product PR than in any other form of the art and it remains the staple diet of most PR
consultancies, largely because it is the most frequently required service, especially for small and medium sized companies
(SMEs).
To many practitioners - and especially consultancies - it is also the most tedious aspect of the business and often tends,
therefore, to be relegated to the more junior staff whose enthusiasm to ring up journalists and sell product stories remains
as yet undimmed. Be that as it may, the skill to pull down the coverage is still the one which is most often in demand
from the majority of companies.

Business PR
Often a more subtle approach, business PR involves creating the impression that the company from which the customer
is buying is fundamentally sound with a good track record and even better potential in areas such as growth, profitability,
stability and so on. Often used to reinforce the product PR effort - because customers like to buy from successful
organisations - it can contribute greatly to the confidence a public has in an organisation - and this includes the voluntary
and public sectors.
Although often dealing with the financial side of the business, especially results, performance and investment, business PR
is not strictly speaking financial PR in that it is aimed more at the customer and other major stakeholders such as suppliers,
trade networks, the public and other opinion formers rather than at the City and financial institutions. Nevertheless, the
two are very close and many campaigns can be aimed at both sets of audiences with relatively minor changes.
The communications of the employee relations and industrial relations issues, which too often haunt our newspapers,
are also an important part of the business PR remit, fortunately slightly less so now than during the habitual unrest of
1960-1990.

Financial PR
A highly skilled branch of the discipline, financial PR requires a thorough knowledge of the workings of the City with its
myriad financial institutions, rules and regulations, the particular habits and requirements of investors and analysts and
the intricacies of the Stock Exchange. So tightly focused is it that the majority of financial PR practitioners make a very
comfortable living by specialising in this and nothing else. For several years there has been a dearth of good financial PR
talent and this is fully reflected in the fees of financial PR specialists - which can be quite spectacular.
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Unless you are quoted on the full Stock Exchange, are threatened by an unwelcome takeover, wish to take over somebody
else against their wishes, have a burning need to raise cash without going through the usual channels or wish to be listed
on the USM, financial PR is not an area to get into. Consequently, this book doesn’t deal in it in any great detail, although
it recurs in part in Chapter 9 which deals with the whole question of employing PR consultancies.

Political PR
This is another highly specialised field which concerns itself very largely with Parliamentary lobbying, in which field there
has been a noticeable increase over the last 20 years. Usually run by ex-politicians or ex-civil servants and now largely
guided by the findings of the Nolan report into public standards, it is not a discipline which has too much in common
with mainstream PR and will not be dealt with in these pages.
The lobbying of local government and other public bodies is, however, a different kettle of fish altogether and is covered
as part of the business PR range of activities. In particular, local government relations are addressed in Chapter 6.

Internal PR
This, one of the most important areas in which anyone can operate, was for many years an HR responsibility and in some
organisations, it still is. However, responsibility is now often being channelled away from HR and into the professional
communicators, either directly into PR or via a hybrid Internal Communications functions which often draws upon PR
skills and people.
Since employees are in many ways the most difficult of all audiences with whom to communicate, it follows that those
practitioners who are best at communicating need to be heavily involved. This subject is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 8.
So, having established the ground rules, the practical detail follows.
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3 Planning & Evaluation
More time, money and effort is wasted in PR through people not planning it properly than through any other cause. There
are quite simply two types of PR people; those who do it and those who plan it.
Those who do it are always going to be at somebody else’s beck and call. They are unlikely to have much discretion in
what they do, when, how or with whom they do it - because the decisions have already been taken for them. They tend
to be the operators whose desks are always piled high with unfinished jobs, awash with urgent demands and depressingly
daunting after even a long lunch break.
Those who plan it are rather more enviable beings. They have a clearer idea of where they are going, how, when and
why. They are usually held in more esteem by their fellow managers or operators. Snd they have the relatively luxurious
knowledge that they are more in control of their own destinies than many of their peers.
In truth, planning is not a terribly difficult art. Most self respecting PR practitioners can tackle it without too much
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•

some control over their own workload

•

a reasonable job description

•

a reasonable level of self esteem and of job satisfaction

•

the ability to prepare for work before it needs to be done, thereby reducing stress levels

•

a growing reputation as someone who can think ahead rather than merely react in a seat of the pants
manner

All these benefits have the power to make life a good deal more comfortable or, at least, a good deal less uncomfortable.

The Planning Approach
The approach is not hard, complex or daunting; it is largely common sense and the application of a little logical reasoning.
A typical planning approach would be:-

Research
What do your audiences know about you already? What do they think, feel, believe and say about you, your
organisation, product, service and reputation? Without researching this type of data, any PR campaign is going
to be a shot in the dark - and that os not then best sue of hard won resource

Objectives
These should be SMART - that is:S-pecific - to achieve a certain numerical goal
M-easurable - to allow for evaluation
A-ttainable - because there is nothing more disheartening than trying to reach for a latter day Holy Grail
R-ealistic - so that energy and resources are concentrated where they can do most good
T-imed - so that the goal can be achieved by a certain deadline
Writing objectives can be a matter of discipline. It is often to put in everything that you would like to achieve about your
organisation - tempting but mot very realistic. A practical example would be - to achieve six positive articles in identified
media within one month. That is easily measured and the success or failure rate can be logged without reference to a
complex computer programme.

Key Messages
What is it that you really need to say about your organisation, its products, services, people, locations, policies,
investments, successes etc.
This sounds easy and usually is. But remember that every [positive side to a coin has an obverse - a downside
which many audiences will be quick to spot. Even a new product launch is not without is pitfalls; if a new
product is so good,d what about all the old models which are still hanging around and which people still may
be buying;a re they automatically obsolete? Have customers been wasting their money if they have bought
recently? Do they feel they have been exploited? Most audiences will suspect question like this even if they
don’t immediately voice them
Download free ebooks at bookboon.com
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Target Audiences
Who needs to know you key messages? Most organisations can sit down and dash off a list of all the usual
suspects - media, press, government, shareholders, investors, the community, academia etc. many however
will forget one key audience - their own employees. this is probably the hardest audience if al and one which
is very easy to get wrong - but, if you do, the chances of communicating successfully externally are minimal.

Strategy
This section really separates the sheep from the goats; if PR practitioners can write a good strategy, they are
immediately established as being rather better than the average PR fluffy. How are you going to carry out the
plan? What broad methods art you going to use to communicate the messages to the audiences? How are you
going to leave a lasting value once the campaign is completed?

Methodology
The tempting bit to write because it covers all the practical ideas such as what to do when. It needs to incorporate
a schedule which is costed and properly thought through so that as little as possible is left to chance. A Gantt
chart or something similar is a good idea so that staff and other managers can see at a glance what is supposed
to be happening when, where and how. All the detail which does not belong to the strategy is contained in this
bit which forms the day to day working document on which the PR practitioners base their diaries.

Costing
Many finance managers are of the strange persuasion that budget drives strategy. this is a very stupid viewpoint.
The strategy s right - or wrong - whether you have £100,000 to spend or £10,000; all that needs to change is
the methodology, the detail. If the ideas are right, they are right and no financial constraint can make them
wrong. What it does do is make the PR people draw int heir horns a but and adjust the methods to fit the
resources available.

Staffing
Many organisations have far too many PR people. often one or two good people can achieve more than a vast
army of not highly motivated staff. One of the worst PR departments ever seen had over 200 staff, none of whom
knew what was happening at any given time on any given topic. 10% of that number would have been far more
efficient - as well as far more cost effective. Sometimes, a PR post can be seen as a career developmental move,
sometimes as a part time responsibility - although care has to be taken here that it is given the due respect it
deserves. Sometimes a round peg can be removed from a square hole and given a more suitable task in a PR
area.The function requires creativity, energy, common sense, a ability to write, an ability to be a self starter
working in an autonomous position and an appetite for hard work. When someone fits this type of bill, they
can make a very strong contribution.
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Evaluating
No plan is worth its weight in washers unless it can be evaluated at reasonable intervals such as annually. We
will look at evaluation later, but review periods and methods by which to measure achievement need to be
built into any PR plan from the start; otherwise the momentum can run away with the task and the plan may
not be followed. it is when this happens that the trouble starts which annoys so many financial controllers. So
plan it not to happen this way but to be controlled and measured and there shouldn’t be any major problems.
All this sounds very easy and, when you’re practised at it, it is. When you’re not, it might just pay to bring in a consultant
who is used to this type of thing and accept that a short term relationship might bring long term benefits for a relatively
modest outlay.
This is all very well but what does a real live practical PR plan look like? Here is a fairly typical example written for a
banking division which will serve as an indication of what should, and should not, be included. Readers may note that
the budget is fairly modest; this is a feature of many PR plans as we saw in the last chapter.

Example of a PR Plan
Introduction
This plan has been devised with the input of a number of managers in NatWest Group Property (NWGP) notably the
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Head of Property Services and his PA, the heads of ser vices and customer service managers.
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It is designed to reflect and support the corporate plan for NWGP as a whole and to complement a number of key strategic
areas such as the corporate media policies. It also forms the framework from which to launch and operate a focused PR
service for the regional offices.

Objectives
1. To create a background of awareness and appreciation of NWGP to help facilitate the quest for new
customers. This should involve a raising of awareness within specified target groups by 25% during first year
and a further 20%/annum thereafter.
2. To reassure the major customer of the value and standing of NWGP and thereby to help to sustain the
current relationship
3. To help generate a strong commitment to NWGP on the part of its employees.

Key Messages
1. NWGP is part of the overall NatWest organisation with high levels of skill, professionalism and expertise in
all aspects of property services and is highly cost effective in comparison with the competition.
2. NWGP staff are experienced professionals with a collectively strong track record in their specialist skills and
fields
3. NWGP acts as project manager on a number of major schemes which include the tactical use of new
technology, such as asbestos treatment, Halon gas banks etc which could be effectively applied to wider
business sectors.
4. Although NWGP has been structured with the needs of its major customer in mind, it also has the flexibility
to enter the broader property services market
5. There are a number of successful property management case studies eg 63 Piccadilly) which demonstrate
NWGP’s command of best practice in the industry.
6. NWGP is a caring and responsible employer which pays due regard to the training and development if its
staff including employment, technology, societal and environmental considerations
7. There is a need for early awareness of any possible adverse issues which could become public knowledge so
that a communications strategy for damage exclusion or limitation can be planned.

Target Stakeholders
1. The NatWest banking group as a major customer, opinion former and recommender of property services to
third parties
2. Employees especially those in customer facing roles
3. The press and media which influences other target stakeholder groups
4. Potential new customers for property management services
5. The property industry – developers, architects, surveyors, suppliers, builders and agents
6. The general business market, especially organisations with a need to manage substantial property holdings
7. Regional business groups such as chamber s of commerce and trade, TCMs, civic amenity groups etc,
8. Local government
9. Employees
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Strategy
To communicate messages to audiences on a phased basis, using both direct and indirect channels so that stakeholders
receive the same message through complementary channels which reinforce each other. This should also serve to
position NWGP as a leading provider of property management services. At the same time, improve the level of internal
communications so that employees are increasingly empowered to act as consistently positive ambassadors for NWGP
based on a breadth of information about and confidence in their employer.

Methods
(Note, this section has been greatly shortened to preserve commercial confidentiality)

Year 1, Quarter 1
1. A series of short workshops for MWGP managers in how the media works and how to handle it
2. The official openings of both Wimbledon and 63 Piccadilly
3. Creating a succinct damage limitation plan to deal with potential negative coverage in a pro-active way
4. Researching and publicising industry awards - e.g. civic trusts, conservation societies, environmental
awards etc
5. Appointing a media evaluation service

Year 1, Quarter 2
6. Researching promising stories suitable for both external and internal consumption
7. Publicising environmental achievements – e.g. the re-use of fixtures and fittings etc
8. Publicising employment and training stories
9. Announcing the start of new projects – e.g. Esher, Norbury etc

Year 2, Quarter 1
10. Present to all employees a review of the past year, indicating specific employee involvement
11. Start to publicise the LOTS initiatives
12. Publicise support for Ealing Community Transport charity
13. Announce new project starts e.g. Leicester Square Croydon etc
14. Position NWGP as experts in their field

Year 2, Quarter 2
15. Begin a rolling schedule of regional business to business media initiatives concentrating on small areas at a
time
16. Use trade media to stress changing management styles to allow for new partnership arrangements and
productivity improvements
17. Local media initiatives on education projects
18. Monitor future feature opportunities
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(There were then sections on Costs, Evaluation and a summary typing up all the remaining details which have been
excluded to preserve commercial confidentiality)
Two points are worth noting; first the objectives are not as specific as they should be, especially in terms of time scale by when has the profile to be raised? - and with which particular stakeholders? Second, although this is a plan for part
of a bank, the scale is that of a small business and not dissimilar to many plans for small and medium sized companies.
Otherwise this is a useful summary of the kind of reporting structure that ought to take place between client and
consultancy at the start of a new relationship. The Costs section proved rather optimistic and the final fee settled down
to around £1,000/month - again typical of a small/medium sized client for many provincial consultancies. We will look
at consultancy fees, among other delights, in Chapter 10.

Evaluation
Key to the success of the whole thing is the evaluation and opinion is very divided about how effectively PR campaigns
and programmes can be evaluated. Frankly, there is a lot of nonsense talked about various cod scientific approaches to
evaluating PR but, for the record, here is a summary of most of the current wisdom, such as it is.
The first old chestnut is the press cuttings game. This consists of proving that the LR function has created zillions of pounds
worth of coverage using one obsolete word processor, an unreliable telephone and gallons of creative sweat. Broadly, it
consist of counting the number of cuttings achieved in the written press as a result of PR efforts, be they press releases
or some other type of approach over, say a monthly period.
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Then the total quantity of column centimetres are counted to give a volume of coverage. This is pretty suspect; some PR
consultancies have it down to a fine art, counting the margins, counting as double the photos surrounding the article and
some even cont any advert hat happens to be positoin alongside the piece, whether it bears any relation to the story or not.
Finally, the column centimetres are awarded a monetary value based on the supposed classified advertising rate for that
publication - known as AVEs or Advertising Value equivalents. This is the most specious aspect of all in this three stage
game because it is highly unlikely that anyone would waste perfectly good money advertising in this sort of mighty any
way, but it keeps some clients happy. Also the interpretation ,of advertising rates is pretty elastic. A rate of, say, £20/col
centimetre can result in some pretty spectacular figures being presented to clients, especially if the counting has been
generous.
A similar game takes place in the broadcast media area with the number of inserts to programmes - sometimes known
as mentions or pieces - the total air time achieved on either TV or radio of both and a value attributed tot his airtime
which is as spurious as the press calculation. To add a bit of real media world pretension, the programme context and
type is sometimes evaluated - not too critically, the audience figures researched and a total Opportunity to See/Hear
(OTS/OTH) is worked out. Yes, really.
You can take this further and talk about GRPs if you really want to impress your boss. Nothing as useful as glass reinforced
plastic as used in boat hulls but Gross Rating Points whihc, according to those who purport to know, are equivalent to
reaching 1% of the population. A GRP measures the weight of the readership as well as its numerical base and tends to
be used only in major campaigns; after all, 1% of the population of the UK is still half a million poeple which is likely to
be greater than many of the audiences you wish to reach, especially if they’re not the right half million to take advantage
of your product or service.
Because of this and because they are not terribly useful or relevant for smaller organisations, GRPs are a bit rarefied for most
day to day purposes. In large scale PR campaigns, they can have a use; in smaller PR campaigns they can be meaningless.
Equally exciting can be TVRPs or TV Rating points. These purport to reach 1% of the population for 30 seconds - in
theory. Clearly they are only of relevance if you succeed in getting a piece on TV and, even then, only a reasonably good
piece which would often be screened on national networks rather than regional or satellite TV. Quite how the 30 seconds
bit is arrived at is anybody’s guess - but it’s just as well to know the jargon when you’re confronted with a smooth talking
PR consultant.
WWW hits can also be traced and recorded thereby giving a greater feeling of reward for having invested in the net. Here
again, the evaluation is largely of a warm feeling type with lots of hits not necessarily being targeted towards a particular
sector or type of audience. Indeed, this is not what the net is all about although it undeniably has its uses for the widespread
broadcasting of information. Since this is often outside the realms of a SME PR however, it is an additional device rather
than a mean to its own end.
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To add to the excitement, the figures are annualised and presented to someone like a board of a director every year,
usually at the time when budgeting is taking place ready for the next financial year. One example is a British importer of
motorcycles, the board of which receives every year a report showing total printed coverage for the year by number, column
centimetres and advertising values and a similar set of figure for total broadcast coverage by number of pieces, length,
context and advertising value. This shows that they attract around £2.million of press and broadcast media coverage for an
outlay of around £75,000. The board s happy - even the financial controller is not unhappy for once - because the member
feels that they ar getting good value for money compared to an advertising equivalent; and so, to an extent, they are.
Up to now, all this is, of course, purely quantitative analysis and much of it will not stand up to serious scrutiny. Somebody,
a colleague at Nestle, once decided that “the more you tell the media the less they want to know. And the less you want
to tell the media the more they want to know” and there is a lot of truth in this. Media will give you lots of coverage for
negative issues but far less for positive ones, presumably because the reading and viewing public prefers bad news to good
on a kind of Schadenfreude basis. Thus, getting bad headlines is relatively easy; getting positive ones is much harder.
So, there is a need to examine the coverage through some kind of qualitative prism as well as a quantitative one. One way
os to divide the coverage into positive, neutral and negative interpretations, work out the percentages in each category
and then claim whatever glory is going. This process, too, can be annualised if needed - and often is.
The trouble, is, what constitutes positive or negative coverage? And, if you’re not sure so you stick it all in the neutral bag,
does neutral mean anything anymore as a term? If, for instance, there is coverage of a location closure with job losses,
this would normally be considered negative. Yet, to the shareholders and investors who look to the organisation for cost
reductions to generate a higher profit and yield, this may be positive news. To others unaffected, it might be merely neutral
coming, as it does, among a wealth of such closures every week.
In this instance, how do you allocate the coverage? Some may be more positive or more negative then the rest but it is not
likely to vary too much across a number of media. Subjectivity of interpretation once more rears its head, with confusing
results that do nothing to clarify any interpretation of the real picture.
Help is at hand however, in one form or another. It can often be the case that other people are able to achieve a greater
impartiality and clarity than you yourself. They are less loaded with the subjective opinions of your organisation - the
baggage as they sometimes unkindly call it - and are more likely to be able to persuade people to say what they really
think about your organisation, its products, services, people and key points.
Communications audits are, therefore, one of the more useful tools employed to assess the value of a PR campaign provided they are carried out bny someone outside the organisation. A third party can organise a professional approach
which in itself takes time and carry this out to create a relatively true picture of what the effect of the PR effort has been.
It can canvas opinion of those targeted, those not targeted, those involved at the edges and even those wholly ignorant
in a process whihc can add invaluable data to the PR Planning process. It can assess whether the PR campaign has been
remotely successful or whether it’s all been a complete waste of time and resource. it can even bring to the attention of
the target audience the fact that the campaign took place - and it is not unknown that the post campaign communication
audit is the first that the supposed target knew of the campaign at all.
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Communications audits are an art in themselves and can often produce a treasure chests of data wholly unexpected to the
unsuspecting client. They can also perform the basic task of finding out how well you did quite quickly and inexpensively.
They use impartial enquiries to determine data across a representative sample, collate the findings and are invaluable as
a means of shaping both strategy and budgets.
There is no reason why you should have to pay a lot for an audit of this nature; sometimes the cost can be measured in
hundreds rather than thousands, although anything ambitious is likely to be at least £2,000. Even that can be relatively
little money relatively well spent for at least it buys some peace of mind or, alternatively some clue as to what still needs
to be done.
The good audit result will include data on whether the information has been received, whether it was accurate, whether
it was understood, whether it was in good time, whether it was professionally communicated, whether it was relevant to
the receiver, whether it was acted upon in some way - such as resulting in coverage - whether it was retained for future
use and whether further information sent to that target would be appreciated. Once you;ve had some of this analysis,
you’ll wonder what you ever did before you had it.
Allied to this is the process of canvassing the informal opinion of sector observers. Less professional than an audit and
a great deal less expensive, they are really opportunist - or occasionally planned - mini audits, snap shots of what key
people might think at a particular time. As such they have less statistical validity than an audit but they can be just as
engrossing in terms of informal feedback. A former colleague used to say that “the plural of anecdote is data” and there is
something in this approach when the research does not have to be scientifically viable but is intended to give a snapshot
of a given issue.
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What kind of expert opinion you canvas is up to you and largely depends on the type of organisation for which you are
carrying out PR work. Customers are an obvious example although customer care surveys should b revealing their opinions
fairly frequently. Trade and business partners would be another, councillors and prominent figures in the community, local
MPs, voluntary bodies, social groupings - all have an opinion depending on the type of information you need to elicit.
In large organisations, academics are often cultivated as the fount of knowledge about a particular issue, perhaps one that
is industry wide or which has a national angle whihc makes it more pertinent to a more major issue than the narrower
one in which thew issue is taking place - the environment, for example, or the likely effects upon social policy which a
given decision may have.
Journalists and broadcasters are not slow to share the benefit of their opinions - nor are they always terribly discreet about
using whatever information they can pick up in exchange. To a certain extent, this is fair game; anything a PR person
imparts to a journalist or broadcaster is always on the record, irrespective of so-called gentlemen’ agreements. There can
be times, however, when it is highly embarrassing to see either your information or, worse still your name as the source
of that information quoted in blazing headlines - especially if you are unprepared for it or if you have been just a bit too
helpful over a glass of vino veritas.
The kind of thing that most self respecting PR practitioners will attempt to find out from unofficial but influential sources
such as these include their opinion of the PR campaign, service and people, how that compares with the competition - and
very few organisations, even in the public sector, can truly claim that they have no competition - what was particularly
good, or particularly bad and, above all, how the negative aspects can be improved. Usually, unofficial observers are not
slow at making suggestions for improvement; sometimes their suggestions can be acerbic but better that these are made
in private than in public.
If you really want to do the job properly, then call in a communications research agency. There are quite a few around,
varying in quality and price, but the best do a very good job indeed. Companies like Echo make a profession of evaluating
PR effort and do it in very intricate and detailed ways. These involve assessing whether the objectives were met in a test
of accountability, discovering whether the target audience was hit with the right message through the right media as part
of the measurement process, deciding on the basis of empirical evidence what worked and what did not as part of the
continuous improvement process and asking whether we did our job properly as part of the justification stage.
The process is far more complicated than that, howerver. it involves a multi stage process of pre-testing via focus groups,
structured feedback and case studies then comparing this with the outputs or results through media monitoring, media
content evaluation, readership/audience, message transmission and competitive intelligence and then looking at the impact.
This is measured in terms of whether the desired changes have been agreed (they therefore need to have been defined
and planned first). There are a great number of variables to be taken into account in the favourability rating of the media
coverage - such as visuals, prominence, placement, message clarity, sources, quoted, size of piece, content and tone. Equally
there can be global breakdowns, regional breakdowns, identification of issues as they appear most important to each region
of target audience, the leading messages which came across - and those that didn’t - the leading media, comparisons with
other organisations in a like field, identifying how the audiences react to the messages, both in regions and other sectors,
which can be linked into a themed strategy and honed into the business results of the communications process.
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Benchmark comparisons are obvious and thoroughly analysed every which way its possible, the communications are
closely linked to tangible outputs such as financial results, sales, market share etc and the result is that PR Is much more
accountable - which is necessary in many organisations - uses its budgets more effectively and is positioned as a viable
and almost grown up management discipline. You really end up wondering whether you can afford not to do it - evaluate
your efforts, that is.
There is also a growing acceptance that PR practitioners must look beyond the immediate evidence of media coverage
to analyse the response of audience in many ways. Outputs need to be measured - the short term results of a particular
PR programme that determines the amount of exposure an organisation might receive in future. Also outcomes must be
measured - the longer term results of a campaign - by determining whether target audiences received, understood and
acted upon the messages aimed at them. Did they change their attitudes and/or behaviour as a result?
All this is extremely difficult unless the PR process has been properly planned in the first place. Evaluation can only truly
be identified against something - an objective - which has been designed to be evaluated. So, setting specific measurable
objectives - the SMART approach - is key, as is measuring outputs and outcomes and linking the outcomes to the overall
business goals, objectives and strategies of the organisation.
When all these various avenues have been noted, there is still no substitute for self-analysis. If, after a reasonable amount of
experience and training, you really need someone to tell you that you’re doing something wrong, perhaps you shouldn’t be
doing it in the first place. Let them make suggestions about details be all means; that is part of the Continuing Professional
Development about which the nation has had a fixation for some years now. But if you don’t know, in principle, that you’re
failing on a range of fronts, then it may already be too late.
There is nothing wrong with most analysts or consultants and they will line up to tell you when things are not going
right and, at a cost, will also tell you how to put them right. However, the very act of calling them in reveals the fact that
there are seeds of doubt there in the first place. Perhaps this is inevitable - but perhaps it can be avoided or reduced by
a few simple tests.
For example, there is a very simple approach to critical self analysis in PR. You divide all activities over the past year into
three categories - what is succeeding, what is adequate and what is failing and call hem categories A, B & C.
Start by doing something about C. This is the big problem and you need to eradicate it very quickly or you need to turn
it round. If possible, get rid, of it; trying to turn round PR turkeys is a time consuming and expensive exercise and best
not left to the amateur. If it can be dropped quietly altogether, that will be much better.
To illustrate the point there was once a supermarket chain which proudly announced one day with a fanfare of trumpets
that it was breaking new ground by providing a shoppers’ creche as a pilot scheme at a new store in Essex. Being
professional about its PR, the store got a lot of coverage on TV, radio and in the national and regional press. All was set
and the creche opened.
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By the end of the first week of the creche’s operation, the store was left with 17 unclaimed children of varying ages, sizes,
colours and attitudes. This motley assortment proved to be something of a PR bane as well as a human cost; to have
admitted its existence in pubic - which it never did - would have opened it to ridicule and accusations of naive planning
and bad management - and there might have been a kernel of truth in that point of view. Consequently, the children were
found homes, the creche was quietly closed and the whole sorry and in some ways tragic, situation was allowed to die
gently. A few of those privy to the information were smugly critical of the decision to open the pilot in Essex - but that
was being eminently wise after the event which is not had but not constructive either.
Category B - the adequate bit - is not so much of a problem, at least in terms of urgency, but you really want all your
efforts to be regarded as rather more than simply adequate. The solution may be to assess whether these activities are
all necessary or whether there better ways of doing things, but the heat is off for a few weeks unless there are special
circumstances such as AGMs or senior management reviews in the offing.
Finally, the nice category is A; the only problem here is that probably every other manager in the organisation is trying
to claim the credit for him/herself which can be very aggravating. Consequently the first commandment of PR comes
into practice - if it’s going, claim it.
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A final word of warning; PR is a notoriously difficult area to measure. It is not mad up of tangibles but of intangibles which
often seem to defy gravity never mind evaluation. My colleague Michael Bland writes: “...it is impossible to measure the
effectiveness of PR precisely. In 23 years, I have only encountered one campaign where all other factors could be isolated and
the success of the PR alone measured. Normally there are several other variables including advertising or other marketing
activity, state of the economy, spending patterns, competitive activity, perceptions affected by actual product/ service/
organisation improvement and changing audience tastes. To assess the relative impact of all the different variables calls
for a high degree of subjective judgement and guesswork, which makes a nonsense of the concept of precise evaluation.”
So, don’t spend too long on it or too much money - 10% of PR budget is the perceived wisdom although this is too arbitrary
a figure to be carved in tablets of stone. If you’re any good at all, deep inside you know when you’re doing something
right and when you’re not. And that is the best measure of all.
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4 Media Relations
Often the most important route through which the PR effort is directed is the media. Although the word is sometimes
used to define only the more modern methods of broadcast communications such as TV, radio, multi media and electronic
communications, to many PR practitioners it means the whole area in which journalists and broadcasters work including
newspapers and magazines, free sheets, house newspapers, the multiplicity of periodicals and even the internet.
To approach the challenge of persuading a section of the media to report your point of view, you need to do your
homework. First, you need to tell a story. No journalist or broadcaster is going to write a glowing report of your latest
product or service just to keep you in business unless that story has an inherent news value or social interest. Stories, in
journalists parlance, are chunks of information which will appeal to the readership, attract advertisers, bring a deserving
cause, scandal or social issue to the notice of the reading public, improve circulation figures or otherwise benefit the
community at which the particular title is aimed.
In very few cases does this definition meet your requirements so, before trying to create your story, it is as well to establish
exactly what you are trying to do, with whom. Only once you’ve done so can you embark upon a media relations exercise
with a reasonable chance of success.
In order to do this, you first of all need to know something about the media. If you do not, it’s impossible to target your
story to the most likely outlets and you’ll simple waste a good deal of time, effort and money for no good purpose. Targeted
PR means just that; the identification of the kind of media which:1. reaches your desired audience and
2. might be amenable to printing your story.
Clearly, if a publication fails to satisfy either of these requirements, especially the first, you’re aiming wide of the mark.
So what kind of media channels are there in the UK from which to choose? And, having chosen them, how do you go
about persuading them to print your story?
An answer to the second part occupies chapter 4 but here we must look briefly at some of the more important and
influential kinds of media and at the type of people with whom you may have dealings during the course of your media
relations programme.

The newspaper
This is a fairly obvious place to start; one of the oldest and most traditional forms of publication in our society. Newspapers
break down into two basic categories; the nationals and the locals.
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The nationals
Here are all the famous old names redolent of printers’ ink and hot metal - although they are all now produced on
computers. Nevertheless, there’s still something splendidly traditional about the idiosyncratically coloured paper on which
the Financial Times is printed or the ornate masthead of the Daily Telegraph or the small ads in The Times.
Most newspapers tend to be conservative - with a small c - in their outlook; editors and reporters may be as radical as
they like in some ways but the companies for whom they write often dislike change when it happens to them just as much
as anyone else and perhaps even more than most.
Generally speaking, the nationals are not all that much good to the PR efforts of small and medium sized business people.
Their advertising rates are pretty high, their editorial space is strictly limited and they usually need stories with wider reader
appeal and greater national significance than the fact that you’ve just opened a new dry cleaning shop in Broadstairs. In
any case, most small businesses are more interested in their local areas and national newspapers are not the ideal media
through which to reach this market.
Where they are excellent is in helping to create a climate of opinion in which to achieve a set objective. They also excel
in drawing the attention of a large body of readers to a situation with national implications.
If, for instance, you’ve perfected a cure for cancer which the NHS won’t implement because it’s too expensive, you can - and
probably should - use the pages of anything you can find to draw attention to the fact. Not only will this probably awaken
social conscience on a national scale, it might even result in action of some kind. At best, the government will subsidise
the product; at worst, you’ll have created awareness in a thriving private market and demand from thousands of people.
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But that’s a big emotive issue guaranteed to command national attention. If you are associated with a pressure group which
feels that too many hedgerows have been grubbed out in your local area, you’ll have to demonstrate the despoiling of the
countryside on a national scale, or a test case in an area of national significance such as the Lake District, before you get
half the column space that the cancer cure would command. Even then, so global is news today that another insurrection
in some obscure foreign country is likely to muscle aside your worthy, but more humdrum, story.
If you cannot claim a genuine national interest in your story, then the chances are very high that the national newspaper
will simply ignore you.
The big exception is the world of business. You may only run a dry cleaners in Broadstairs but, if you try to take over Grand
Met, you’ll soon find a healthy level of interest in your business operations. If, as might be likely, you get into financial
difficulties in the process of trying to take over Grand Met, you’ll probably find this attention positively overwhelming.
All the media loves a disaster story - although all of them might not admit it - because that’s what many ghoulish humans
like to read. So it’s good for circulations figures and that, in turn, is good for advertising revenue which is where newspapers
make most of their real money.
Only when you’re committed to escalating an issue do you begin to earn the interest of the big boys in Docklands - formerly
Fleet Street. Close down a plant, refuse to negotiate with the unions or pay compensation and you’ll soon receive attention
from many quarters. Declare yourself bankrupt in the wake of a financial scandal involving a couple of cabinet ministers
and then blame it all on the government’s latest environmental legislation and you might just make the back page (not
the front page; that’s reserved for seriously bad news, royal weddings/divorces and TV soap stars).
So, what is there to aim at in the national press? And which one might be right for one of your bigger stories?

The Three Groups
Britain’s national daily newspapers fall naturally into three major groupings - the qualities, the middle of the road papers
and the popular tabloids. With a few modifications, the Sunday papers can also be made to conform to these categories.
However, it should be stressed that this is only a convenient and rather simplistic division of the media with a multitude
of variations temptingly obvious to the practised media watcher.

The Qualities
These are the traditional heavyweights which have contributed significantly to the development of British society over
the last 200 years. All circulation figures are approximated to the nearest 10,000 and were correct at the time of going to
press but may have changed in the interim.
The Times (circ. approx. 620,000) is perhaps the best known of all the British - and maybe even the world’s - daily
newspapers. It was known to Victorian readers as The Thunderer on account of its vigorous support for causes ranging
from the conduct of the Crimean War to the Irish Home Rule Question. It has always revelled in, and sometimes relaxed
in, its reputation as one of the foremost opinion formers on matters of political, religious, economic, social and military
moment.
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Characters in Dornford Yates novels “raise quizzical eyebrows” from the Personal Column of The Times, although they
never dreamed of an occupation as vulgar as buying or selling anything. Even today, the prime daily papers in former
British commonwealth nations Malta and Singapore are the Times of Malta and the Straits Times - and very influential
they are, too.
Nowadays, although no longer THE paper, The Times remains one of the best in terms of objective analysis and opinion,
both of news stories and of current trends, although there is an impression that these may be being conveyed mainly
to the converted. As with virtually all national papers, The Times is available on the internet and is also electronically
published, thus keeping up to date with latest trends.
The Daily Telegraph (circulation approx. 1,050,000) is the best seller of all the qualities and regarded - especially by its
detractors - as the bourgeois bugle. Unashamedly middle class values go hand in hand with moderation and reason and its
excellent sports and business pages probably do much to keep its circulation in the rarefied atmosphere over one million.
More approachable than many other titles, it was established much later than The Times (1855 as opposed to 1785) but
can still claim a long pedigree. For PR consumer stories it is a reasonable bet because it devotes a fair amount of space
to smaller domestic stories. Nevertheless it will still need to be convinced of the national or social relevance of a new
product or service before running a story
The Guardian (circulation approx. 420,000) is older than the Telegraph having been founded in 1821 as the Manchester
Guardian and has traditionally appealed to the more liberal, free thinking elements of the quality readership. It is also the
paper beloved of some academics and educationalists, teachers and creative or media readers. Yet, curiously in light of
its reputation, it is only comparatively recently that it ceased to ban a horse racing column on moral grounds. Any story
with a strong social theme stands a reasonable chance of being printed by the Guardian especially if it champions the
underdog in a struggle against bureaucracy or reveals hitherto unlooked for cracks in governmental thinking.
The business bible is the Financial Times (circulation approx. 300,000) most of which is fairly incomprehensible to those
who do not have some grasp of, or interest in, business and the mysterious cult of money making. Nor is it necessarily the
paper for the small private investor who is unlikely to be able to find easily the listing of his/her shares among the many
pages of financial and share value columns which confront him/her. Indeed the small investor is better off reading the
other qualities; the FT is principally a financiers’ and companies’ paper with comparatively few copies being bought by
private individuals. As with The Times however, it finds its way across the world’s financial markets very quickly - assisted
by electronic means - and is an international benchmark for financial media.
A must for takeover, investment or company results stories, and good for appointments, it is skimpy in its coverage of news
which does not affect business and pretty well a dead loss for the sporting reader. Among the purse holders of financial
institutions however, it is hugely influential and many copies may be seen on morning trains into the City. Moreover it
is likely to run business based stories that are too specialised for the other quality papers.
The Independent (circulation approx. 320,000) is the baby of this group having been founded only in 1986. Its intention
was to create a true independent forum for debating current issues, one which took no account of party politics or
entrenched traditional values.
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To a certain extent, it has begun to achieve this. By attracting some of the best journalists from the other papers, it
quickly acquired a reputation for excellent writing. Some doubts were expressed about its financial viability for a while perhaps inevitably for such a bold initiative. These doubts still linger in a few quarters, although they may be fuelled by
wishful thinking on the part of other players in an increasingly cutthroat market. The Independent looks likely to join
the establishment, no matter how loudly it proclaims that it won’t.

The middle of the road papers
These are difficult to categorise being caught, somewhat uneasily, between the qualities and the popular tabloids.
Coincidentally, both of them - the Daily Mail, (circulation approx. 1,940,000) and the Daily Express (circulation approx.
1,270,000) - were founded within four years of each other at the beginning of the twentieth century and have more or
less kept pace with each other ever since.
For a few years they were joined by the ill-starred Today which made history by being the first daily newspaper to run
full colour pages. Unhappily, this wasn’t enough to keep it in the black and it folded after a less than a decade.
The Mail and Express differ from the qualities by carrying shorter articles and concentrating on a more newsy, lighter
approach to their material. They also concentrate harder on domestic, as opposed to international, news. Although there
are features about serious issues, especially environmental, economic and social stories, much of the news tends to be
concentrated in half minute reading bursts in much the same way as TV advertising is constructed, which is probably
no coincidence. There are pages of city news and a good many snippets of unusual or off-beat information on a large
number of news pages.
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For the product or service story these titles are often more use to the PR world than the qualities. Their ability to accept
other people’s copy is however, strictly limited and even the best of their correspondents are constantly competing for
space, so that the cardinal PR rule of having a good story to tell assumes even greater importance.

The Popular Tabloids
Finally there are the pops, the papers that have made a success of persuading their readers to laugh at themselves. Between
them the big three, the Daily Mirror (circulation approx. 2,500,000), the Sun (circulation approx. 4,060,000) and the Star
(circulation approx. 720,000) reflect the reading habits of over a third of the population of the UK.
Of these, the Mirror has almost always - since its foundation in 1903 - been the voice of the left wing in general and the
Labour party in particular, although there have been signs of strained relationships here over the past decade. It is probably
less influential than it used to be (its circulation in 1990 was well over 3 million and this downwards trend looks set to
continue) partly because it was forced into a ruthless circulation war with the more right wing and very aggressive Sun
when that paper rose over the horizon in the 1960s. The Mirror is notoriously difficult to influence and, apart from the
really big story of national, political or social significance, probably best left alone by budding PR operators.
The Sun, which took the slightly grubby Mirror attitude and turned it into unrelenting salaciousness with the strategic
introduction of the page 3 girl, now claims the biggest circulation of any daily paper in the UK. It is extremely professional
in its marketing and uses every trick in the sales promotions book to retain the number one slot.
The Star is a rather pale imitation of the Sun relying heavily on sleaze, sensation, girls, Starbirds (no, not great crested
grebes), bingo and more sleaze to titillate its readership. Although its circulation has fallen heavily over the past decade, its
commercial success is still probably assured in an age when fewer and fewer people are reading more than a few pictures
and captions. Its editorial standards are sometimes hard to take too seriously, even possibly by those who write it.
Nobody should imagine that these pops are less professional than other papers. Part of the Sun’s great success is its clever
editorial policy. You’ll be hard put to find a word of more than four syllables and extremely hard put to find a sentence
longer than 20 words. Whatever else they may be, the journalists on this paper are craftsmen, wordsmiths who know
exactly what their readers want and how they want to read it. In their own way, they’re every bit as skilled as the leader
writers of The Times and their commercial success bears this out.
Outside these three titles, there are three other national papers; the Morning Star, the Sporting life and the Racing Post.
Unless you sell horses or horse meat or are a compulsive gambler, you can safely ignore the last two.The Morning Star,
founded in the dark days of the Depression and the class struggle in 1930 as the voice of the British Communist Party,
hasn’t had an easy struggle itself, especially during the affluent 1980s and the fall of Communism in Eastern Europe. It
has had to be rescued from bankruptcy on a number of occasions and, although its current circulation is listed as approx.
9,000, this is down from 28,000 a decade ago.
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If you have not read it since you were a student, it hasn’t changed much; it’s best summed up by its deathless coverage of
Princess Anne’s first wedding which went along the lines of “Traffic in the West End of London was disrupted yesterday
owing to the marriage in Westminster of Anne Windsor to Mark Philips.” - probably the shortest account of a state
occasion ever but quite easy to write if you don’t acknowledge the royal family. Of course, the royal family might not
acknowledge the Morning Star either.
Finally, there’s the Daily Sport (claimed circulation approx. 300,000) launched in 1988. The editorial - of which there isn’t
much - is a marvellous tongue in cheek parody of tabloid style; “White mice in sex orgy”,”Bonking Brits in Benidorm”
etc. (At least, it may be parody...) All the stories are either sex scandals or particularly gory murders. For PR efforts it’s a
dead loss but you might find it responds to a promotion, especially if you’ve got big prizes to give away.

The Sundays
The Sundays are hugely influential, partly because they take advantage of the greater leisure time available to most readers
on Sundays and partly because they take great care to publish fresh information, not just a rehash of the week’s news. Their
features and reviews are highly regarded by PR operators and their investigative journalism is second to none, having
rocked many boats over the years - from Rachmann to Thalidomide to cabinet minister scandals.
The list of quality Sundays is headed by the Sunday Times (circulation approx. 1,280,000) which pioneered the colour
supplement in 1962 and is still increasing its circulation - a rare trend in modern day UK. Highly regarded throughout
the world for its coverage of global news as well as domestic issues, its new technology section and new product pages in
particular are in great demand by all self respecting PR operators and some of its journalists are among the best in the
English langauge.
The Sunday Telegraph (circulation approx. 574,000) is regarded as being rather more right wing that the Daily Telegraph
and has tended to specialise rather well in City pages. News coverage is confined to a small number of stories often exclusive
to the paper and written in considerable detail. It is not so highly coveted by product PR operators but its business and
financial coverage is constantly attracting PR attention.
The Observer (circulation approx. 535,000) was for some time a major rival to The Sunday Times but has experienced
steadily declining sales over the last two decades of the twentieth century and now has to admit the Sunday Telegraph
as a comparable rival. A good colour section maintains a strong interest in changing fashions and is beloved of all good
product PR practitioners.
The middle ground papers still centre around the Sunday Express (circulation approx. 1,334,000) which has however lost
around a million sales over the last ten years. Like most Sundays in this sector, its sports coverage is extensive although
news and feature content is restricted to short readable snippets of popular interest news and fairly light features.
The Mail on Sunday has had a good start since its launch in the 1980s and now has a circulation of just over 2 million,
many of them taken directly from the Sunday Express. It has a good colour section and an editorial style very similar to
the Daily Mail. It is a strong champion of causes and opinions and this, combined with its professional journalism, has
helped to improve its position in the Sundays’ circulation league.
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The popular section of the Sunday reading market is huge. The Sunday Mirror (circulation approx. 2.5 million), The People
(circulation approx. 2 million) testify to the reading habits of roughly half the literate population of the UK every week. They
have achieved this success through a combination of exhaustive sports coverage, cheerful scandal and clever marketing.
They are however, difficult targets for PR efforts because they usually want to print exactly what the PR operator does
not want them to print. Bad news, especially of the juicy variety, is their meat and drink and they are best ignored by the
would be PR person if possible, especially those who have something to hide.
In the same vein, it will be difficult for many to extract an objective opinion of the Sunday Sport because nobody will admit
to reading it. This is strange because it is registered as selling over 300,000 copies every week so somebody, somewhere
must be reading it - even if it comes in brown paper wrappers.

The Locals
There is a slightly confusing practice in PR which tries to separate local papers into locals and regionals. The thinking
seems to be that regions equate to the larger circulation titles covering a relatively wide area - such as the Yorkshire
Post - while the locals are strictly parochial - such as the Eastbourne Herald. This seems to be unnecessarily confusing
the situation and is probably not a line of reasoning worth following too closely, but it is well to realise that some PR
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Gratifying though it is to see the name of your organisation in one of the national papers - provided it is in a positive
context - seeing it is a local paper is usually far more use to most organisations. It is also considerably easier to achieve
through PR methods. If you’re looking for a new home or car, a secondhand Wendy house or a garden shrub, you’re much
more likely to be reading your local paper than The Times.
People read local papers far more thoroughly than nationals too, mainly because a good deal of what they see is familiar;
it’s happening not to a world leader on the other side of the globe, of which they probably have only a hazy idea, but to
Billy down the road who’s been done for drunken driving again.
Readers also study adverts much more thoroughly because the chances are that they know of many of the advertisers
and that’s reassuring when contemplating parting with money. We all like to buy from people rather than organisations.
Consequently, the local paper is often far more use than the national press. And it’s usually easier to get the story accepted
and even to be able to influence the way in which it’s written up - something that is very much harder to achieve at a
national level.
Local papers tend to be either daily - usually in cities - or weekly in more rural areas. They’re often the product of many
years of takeovers and mergers so they have a number of issues based in different centres to cover an area roughly the
size of half a county.
For example, the Sussex Express merged with the County Herald at some point in its 150 years history and now runs
five main edition based in Lewes, Uckfield, Seaford, Hailsham and Newhaven. The central sections of the paper will be
common to all five issues but the outside pages - those containing the really local news and sport - will be personalised
to each area. A circulation of around 18,000 is regarded as healthy, although in 1990 there were eight editions with a
circulation of 24,000.
Advertising can be bought for one or more issues and stories are accepted on the same basis simply by contacting the
nearest branch office. The paper itself then clearly packages its content so that you gain coverage in all the regional issues.
Not a bad system with which to cover a number of small country towns which between them, contain a great deal of
buying power.
The big regional dailies follow the same kind of format with considerable success. The Birmingham Evening Mail for
example, with a circulation of around 200,000, has satellite editions for Dudley and Sandwell called the Dudley Mail
and the Sandwell Mail but taking most of their content and advertising from the Birmingham Mail and carrying stories
relevant to Dudley or Sandwell mainly on the front pages.
Sustaining circulation is just as important to a local newspaper as any business’s turnover figures are to that business. Local
papers can always be judged on the front page layout; if it contains a headline reference to at least one local place name
above the fold - where it could easily be read on the newsagent’s counter - then it is likely to be well read and enjoying
a healthy circulation.
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Having said that, the local paper is not the force it used to be. Competition from local radio, regional TV, local news
pages on text TV, free sheets and electronic publishing have hit circulations hard. In 1990, for example, the Birmingham
Evening Mail sold around 300,000 copies a night; ten years later that figure had dropped by a third. Lower literacy levels
do not help, but the electronic broadcast media is the main factor and rivalry can sometimes become heated.

Free sheets
Relying solely on advertising revenue to keep going, free sheets first made their appearance in the early 1970s and have
gone from strength to strength. There are even cases of them forcing conventional local papers out of business or of taking
over an old established newspaper group. Now that most parts of the country are well served by free sheets, the boom
has peaked and may even be beginning to decline.
The bad news for PR operators is that few free sheets pay much attention to the editorial sections; some shun it altogether
- perhaps as a frivolous and non-profit making aspect of publishing - while those who do carry editorial pay it lip service
rather than doing the job properly.
Very often stories, if run at all, are restricted to precis of pieces sent in to the editor/proprietor and lumped together on
the first few pages. Few, if any, free sheets have the luxury of an editor who does nothing but gather news, write it and edit
it. Usually the owners or managers do this in their spare time, having spent most of their effort attracting the advertising
revenue. Indeed, if they did not observe this priority, the paper would be very shortlived.
Nevertheless, free sheets sometimes need to be influenced from a PR point of view because of the impressive circulations
they command and because of the resulting high levels of readership. As a rough guide, most conventional papers are
read by 2.5-3 times the number of people who buy them; this is known as the readership figure. Most free sheets have a
readership figure nearer to 4 times their circulation and are particularly influential as local centres of information exchange.
If you can get into them, do so; it will usually prove a good investment.
Sometime, across all forms of newspaper, there is an unofficial agreement that, in order to achieve editorial mention,
you need to advertise with the publication first. This is strictly frowned upon by all quarters of the newspaper business
and you’ll hardly ever find anyone who will admit to operating such a system, - which only makes its existence the more
mysterious. However, there is no doubt that, as in most walks of life, money can talk and even editorial integrity has its price.

The periodicals
Here there are two major categories; magazines on sale to the general public - the consumer - whether by subscription
or over the counter; and magazines usually available on subscription only aimed solely at the trade or sector in which
your organisation operates.

The Consumer magazine
This group again subdivides into two; the specialist interest magazine, such as House Buyer and the lifestyle magazine,
such as Vogue.
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The specialist interest magazine is one of the best routes into the serious purchasers of your product or service, reaching
readers who shop around and examine the market background to ensure that they are acquiring the most relevant product
or service and are buying the best value for money.
Car magazines, for example, are read by those who really want to know about the details not only of the model they are
thinking about buying but also about the car world in general. Some are bought by those who want a Ferrari but end up
with a Ford Escort. The majority of car buyers use local papers and electronic shopping channels as well as - or instead
of - car magazines.
Likewise, most categories of consumer goods have their own, sometimes extensive, media. There are, for instance,
dozens of computer magazines with titles appearing and disappearing every month. There is a good short term market
for publishers in following the latest fad; therefore short term magazines have a meteoric existence if they’re devoted to
transient fashion trends.
Lifestyle consumer magazines are very often not too specific about the range of topics they cover and this applies, for
example, to several of the womens interest magazines and the rural periodicals such as Country Life and the Field. Here
are publications which have almost become an institution and are the more valuable for PR purposes as a result. They are
trusted, traditional and believed. Equally important, they enjoy long shelf lives hanging around in doctors’ and dentists’
waiting rooms for months or even years after they have first appeared. Their circulations, too, can be high - Readers Digest
and What’s on TV both sell over 1.6 million copies every issue with the top 15 consumer magazines virtually all either
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Even when products or services have a specialist media devoted effectively to their generic promotion, it is always worth
examining using the vertical media, that is the broader interest publications which your buyer might also read.
So, although a Range Rover buyer might read Car, he/she may also read Country Life. A CD collector might read Which
CD but may also sometimes read magazines about skiing holidays and home computers. A tennis player may read Tennis
World but also Fitness magazines and so on. Careful market research ought to show up these connections.
Therefore it is worth looking at or commissioning research into exactly who is buying your product and service before
trying to influence both the sector and the industry media. Following on from this, it clearly also pays to try to obtain
coverage in the magazines which are read by the sort of poeple who may buy your product/service so that you are delivering
your messages to the broadest possible potential, as well as existing, customer base.

The professional technical and trade magazines.
Virtually all businesses and many public sector organisations have access to a series of trade publications which specialise
in aspects of that business sector. Thus shoe manufacturers, importers, distributors, wholesalers and retailers alike may
read Shoe & Leather News; those involved in any way with civil engineering may read New Civil Engineer - a specialised
sector publication circulating only among those connected professionally with the discipline.
These publications can be important to business because a sustained level of coverage in their pages brings organisations
regularly to the attention of trade partners, suppliers, retailers, employees, manufacturers and all those with whom an
organisation may share a common interest. These titles can also be used to attract investment, partnership arrangements
and even joint ventures and mergers without exciting comment outside trade circles or bringing unwelcome attention
from finance houses or predatory conglomerates.
Used tactically, trade media can be a lifeline into some of the more respected circles of professional and trade associations
and societies - the latter day guilds which can do so much to stand by a small company, or a faltering career, and help
with myriad problems. Readerships are also high; one defence industry journal claims a readership of over 44,000 from
a circulation of just 5,500.
An added bonus is that such publications are usually hungry for whatever titbits of information they can find out about
the organisation. They cater for a fairly introspective - sometimes downright incestuous - readership and items which
will be of no interest whatever to the outside world will often receive coverage, possibly their only coverage, in the pages
of this kind of publication.
Here then is the place to announce new appointments, new premises opening, new product lines, new services, new
promotion campaigns and new environmental schemes. This is the place where those upon whom you depend to some
degree for the continuing well being of your organisation are almost bound to read about you. They are the forum in
which you have the opportunity to become a figure of standing and respect in your business and professional circles
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5 The Broadcast Media
TV & Radio
These much misunderstood, much glamourised and often over hyped media have really come into their own over the
last 20 years, especially in terms of PR recognition and attention. The rise of the broadcasting industry in general and the
non terrestrial sector in particular, has been dramatically swift and has greatly changed the course of communications.
Broadcasting is now the single most important medium by which to change peoples opinions. In most peoples’ eyes it
is synonymous with communications and a large part of all that is exciting about the communications revolution. Partly
because of this power and partly because broadcasting can be an exciting medium in its own right, it is an extremely
wealthy business and the cost of making a mark in PR terms is correspondingly high. Advertising rates for air time are
high, partly because until recently, it was not seen as a price sensitive market.
Consequently, even non-advertising methods of influencing the broadcasting media are also expensive, not necessarily
in money (although they can be) but in time, care, resource and effort. To achieve positive coverage on TV or radio is a
harder task than to achieve coverage in the printed media and it takes a specialist and dedicated effort to attain consistency
of coverage, even at local level.
Stories need to have obvious visual or aural angles and often need to be broadcast on an exclusive basis. That means
they must not have appeared in print or on another channel before the broadcast. Producers are not averse to the story
appearing subsequently in the press because it gives the public the impression that the newspapers are following the
example of their programme which is, in many cases, correct.
TV producers will go to some lengths to overlay programmes with a gloss of visual interest. Look at a typical TV news
report which will often combine outside broadcast footage with live summaries and brief interviews with leading characters
in the story as well as studio based graphics or illustrations and expert comment to make the issues clearer. Yet all this
occupies at most a couple of minutes of air time.
Until recently this cost a lot of money. Researchers, presenters, producers, camera crews, sound crews, producers’ assistants
and goodness knows who else were merrily shipped off to all sorts of unlikely parts of the globe in an attempt to find a
hitherto unfilmed beetle in Malagasy or an obscure fertility cult in Tierra del Fuego.
This is changing with the advent of greater competition and easier news production, such as Electronic News Gathering.
But good producers, like good journalists, are always looking for unique angles, ways in which they can present a story
which will give maximum impact even if only for a couple of minutes. Although this might not seem long, it takes a fair
amount of raw material to fill two minutes of airtime with worthwhile viewing or listening hence the fragmentary nature
of much broadcasting.
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Radio, once very potent, has mellowed and moderated with its longer history. Cats’ whiskers are no longer necessary
but good, specifically targeted stories with individual angles for individual programmes most certainly are. Local radio
in particular is just as important to the PR effort as local newspapers. It doesn’t just appeal to people who can’t read or
those who stay at home; it also reaches some of the 26 million car drivers on Britain’s roads, especially those who go to
work by car, as well as the youth market and the retired. One or more of these audiences may be the very target markets
for a new product or service.
The broadcasting media can be the difference between success and failure but think twice before you leap into it; many
studios are littered with more failures than successes and Chapter 5 will look at some of the common hazards.

Media People
By and large journalists themselves receive a less than a favourable press. They are often associated with popular images
and myths, one of which is that of the weaselly investigative reporter prepared to stop at nothing to unearth the truth
- however, unpleasant that might be or however, many people it might upset. Another image is the beer swilling hack
whose ambition is to get by with the minimum effort and the maximum leisure.
There may be some truth in both these extreme characterisations - but nothing like as much as popular fiction portrays.
Any profession has its share of character types and it would be grossly out of proportion to imply that journalism suffers
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Perhaps more important to the fledgling PR person is the organisation of the media which he or she is seeking to influence.
This often reflects to no little degree the personalities involved in it and a cursory glance at the way in which the media
operates will, as a bye-product, reveal a good deal about the kind of people who run them.
All forms of media work to extremely tight deadlines, often considerably tighter than those to which most people are
accustomed. Furthermore, there is no let up in the timetables. It’s unlikely that any other profession sustains such a
punishing schedule over such a long timescale as journalists and broadcasters.
A daily paper, for instance means just that; a full issue to create six days a week, whether there is much news around or
not. If there has been a particularly gruelling day, there is no opportunity to take it easy the next day because another
issue is due and it must be at least as good as yesterday’s.
Moreover, the nature of the subject matter is often conducive to more pressure on the writer; stories which involve issues
of great importance may have to be condensed into half a dozen paragraphs because there is a lot of other news around.
This leads to savage cutting of the original copy and accusations of shallowness and perfunctory writing. This cutting is
usually carried out by sub-editors and can cause as much disappointment to the journalist who has put much hard work
into the research and writing as to the ever hopeful PR person.
Furthermore, all stories have to be checked and double checked very rapidly and may still be sources of disappointment,
anger or, in extremis, libel action on the part of those featured or otherwise involved.
Under such conditions it is hardly surprising that journalists can be a bit touchy about their role and the responsibility and
pressure which it automatically includes. A number of stories are potential time bombs; if, for example, you are revealing
scandalous details of the private life of a cabinet minister in a way which could be harmful to his/her career - as seems
to happen on average five or six times a year - you have to be very certain of your facts before you go to print. If you’re
right, it may be uncomfortable for the minister for a time; if you’re wrong, you probably need to find a new job very
quickly and, possibly, a large sum of money to pay the legal damages as well.
Sometimes, journalists are described as hacks. In fact the word is often misused to indicate a competent wordsmith who
can write about most topics with what appears to be an easy facility; this ease is deceptive, however for no story ever
really writes itself.
From a PR point of view hacks are people with as much integrity as anyone else; they are perfectly capable of making
up their own minds about how to angle a story and are unlikely to take kindly to blatant or clumsy efforts to persuade
them to write what somebody else would like to see in print. Journalists’ first responsibility is to their publication and its
readership - the sources of their income and security.
Do not be misled by journalists who say they can ensure that a particular piece of copy is included in the paper, or even
one who promises a particular slant on the write up. After they have finished writing their story (the copy) it is sent
to a sub editor’s (subs) desk where it may be allowed through with only minor punctuation changes, where it may be
emasculated or where it may be cut altogether depending on the requirements of that day’s paper.
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After they have submitted this copy, journalists surrender control over it. The subs are responsible for writing headlines
(House Collapse Drama; over 1,000 bricks injured) and the subheadings to break up the appearance of the text and make
the story more inviting to read.
Subs are usually trained journalists who have spent some time investigating and writing articles themselves and they very
often have a major input to the look of a page (spread) incorporating all the elements of which the journalists may be
unaware such as pictures, adverts, promotions, other stories and so on.
The real day to day power in a newspaper, however, lies with thew news editor who largely dictates what will and what
won’t be included in an issue. He or she will defer to the editor over strategic issues - such as the political complexion of
the editorials - but is otherwise the manager responsible for producing the issue. He/she is responsible for maintaining
editorial standards and integrity, the best balance between advertising and editorial and shares in the responsibility for
sales and circulation. If you can tempt the news editor, he/she is well worth inviting to lunch - but you’ll be very lucky
because they are usually too busy.
Photographers are often quite helpful after they’ve moaned at you in a way similar to that of taxi drivers, but they are
limited in their influence, especially now that pictures are often sent electronically and stripped into a page without their
involvement. They are also often freelancers, especially on local papers, which gives them and you access to other outlets
and publications. On the basis of the old cliche that a picture is worth 1,000 words, they are worth cultivating.
Clearly, this brief run down is greatly simplified; there is scope for a whole book on media people alone, but, as a general
rule, the bigger the publication, the more complex the lines of communication will be. What PR people have to remember
is that journalists may not have the discretionary powers to ensure that what they write goes on to the finished page. In
this sense, they are only the beginning of the PR process of media relations.
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6 The Persuasion Techniques
So, you’ve identified your story and you’ve identified your target media. The next stage is to put the two together by
persuading journalists and broadcasters to write about your story and to do so in a responsible, positive way.
This is not a quick or easy process; it is one which requires application and persistence. it requires also a modicum of talent,
especially writing ability. And it requires an element of the art of selling. not of selling tangible product or services - that
would be easy by comparison - but selling concepts, selling the idea of the story to the journalist or producer.
Selling the story can involve selling different angles to individual journalists or it can involve selling a brief resume of the
overall issue to a large number of publications. In either event, it is usually necessary to cerate the story in hard print so
that you have a summary document to give to an interested journalist.
Clearly, this document must be well written if it is to command any respect from a profession writer and it must also
be written in such a way that the journalist has to make only minimum alterations to prepare it for publication. If the
document is ,badly written it may confuse the journalists and encourage him/her to turn their attentions to a story - or
a “piece” - requiring less work, especially if the subject matter is of only marginal interest and has a deadline looming.
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The most common method of doing this is the by the press release, often called the news/media release or the press/
media statement. It is a much maligned and overused device but like democracy, it has to suffice until somebody comes
up with a better way of doing things. In any case, since this is the most elementary form of press persuasions, it is a good
place at which to start a look at the persuasion techniques.

The press release
The main advantage of the press release is that it enables you to reach a wide number of publications with one single piece
of paper - or e mail - thus ensuring consistency of message while promoting breadth of coverage. the main disadvantage
is that it is such a hackneyed way of doing things that it is regarded by many journalists with a world weary air. Also,
journalists receive so many press releases - one news editor recently worked it out at an average of 2,000/day through the
post alone, without counting faxes and e mails - that only a very small proportion can be used. Some observers put this
proportion as low as 2%. Therefore, your release has to clamour for attention along with all the others.
Consequently, yours has to be more than good; it has to be better than most of the rest. Preferably it should be outstanding
in a workmanlike but unpretentious way.
A survey in a leading regional newspaper group a few years ago discovered that no less than 96% of press releases received
were consigned to the waste paper bin unused. of the remaining 4%, half were subsequently discarded. Among the main
reasons given were:•

Lack of relevance to the publication and its readership

•

Lack of newsworthiness

•

Release wrongly addressed

•

Release badly written

•

Release too overtly selling in tone.

These points deserve closer examination.
Relevance is a quality which should have been established during the stage at which you decided which publications were
right for your story (see previous chapter). There is clearly very little point in sending a release announcing a new line
in pork pies to the Racing Post or circulating news of a new freight service to angling magazines. our material must be
relevant to the readership of the publications you choose, otherwise you’re wasting its time and your own effort and money.
Targeting the right journalist on the publication has an obvious value. A release addressed to the racing correspondent
of Sewing Circle is unlikely to see the light of day, no matter how exciting it might have been when it left your office.
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Try to find out about the staff on the publication you are aiming at. There are useful guides on the market which give full
details of al British and most overseas publications, details which can be accessed either physically or electronically. They
include title, address, telephone, fax, e mail address, web site, date of foundation, circulation if known and the names of
the more permanent members of staff such as the editor, the news editor and the leading correspondents. Publications of
this nature include Benns media directory which contains over 650 pages of information and is updated annually. More
flexible is the editor series which is divided into 6 volumes 1 has the nationaL dailies and Sundays the national news
agencies and the some radio and TV; this is updated monthly. Volume 2 has the business and professional publications
and is updated quarterly. Volume 3 lists the provincial newspapers and is updated three times a year. Volume 4 tells you all
the consumer and leisure magazines on the market and is updated every quarter, volume 5 lists the broadcast media and
is published twice yearly while volume 6 is a miscellaneous collection of writers guilds and the London correspondents
of the overseas press and is published annually.
For those considering advertising as well, Brad is the bible ad quotes all advertising rates as well as a mine of other useful
information; it is updated monthly and like Editors and like most of the other directories is available on CD rom, disk,
as a web site or in physical form, still the most popular bnt for how long nobody would care to guess.
Newsworthiness is perhaps the most difficult aspect for the fledgling PR person to judge. To gain admittance t the columns
of a publication, a story must be worthy of note to the readership. it must have direct relevance to their interests but, even
more important, it must tell then something they don’t already know - other wise there wouldn’t be much point in them
reading it. It must, in other words, be news.
But news cannot be manufactured only reported. A release may tell journalists something new about a familiar topic most articles do - but it must have an original contribution to make to the overall discussion of the issue.
here, journalists experience counts for a great deal - because they know pretty well what their readership wants to read.
A good journalist can “make” a relevant story out of quite unpromising material. Very few PR practitioners have access
to the same intimacy with the readership and so most cannot achieve the same degree of success.
Therefore if in doubt, try to talk through the proposed story with an experienced journalist first. He or she will know
how to angle it so that it appeals to particular readerships and publications and may also advise on style, content, layout
and timing.
Writing style is not something which can be acquired overnight. Indeed, creative writing of any kind is not a talent which
is conspicuously widespread in our society and the art of journalese is not easy to develop. Yet the less work journalists
have to do to the copy they receive in the form of a release, the more likely they are to look upon it favourably when
considering how to fill space.
Perseverance can pay off. What does not pay off is sloppy writing in which clarity and meaning are unclear, technical
jargon unexplained or untranslated and terms unqualified. Neither does the self indulgence of overhyping a story.
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Selling is not something which can be overtly aimed at journalists or publications. More journalists are turned off by
enthusiastic sales and marketing staff than by any other single cause and PR pushers - “fluffies” as they are contemptuously
known to journalists - are not accorded much respect. The marketing hype, the salesperson’s patter, the exaggeration of
product claims, the near hysterical tone of some advertising can do more harm than good to your cause if turned on to
a journalist.
Do not, therefore, be tempted to give a journalist an advert, brochure, sales leaflet, promotional kit or even a price list
in isolation. Make sure that they are always used as back up information to the release or press pack. And never let your
sales staff loose on a journalist unless you or an experienced PR operator are there to curb natural enthusiasm an selling
style. otherwise you may find the resulting article ridicules rather than recommends.

Some golden rules
So having looked at what not to do when creating and targeting a pres release, what do you do? There are a few golden
rules - and a great deal of common sense - which will help to give your release at least a sporting chance of seeing the
light of day again after it leaves your office.
First, be brief. Try to condense your whole storey into no more than seven paragraphs, five or six if possible. Be ruthless
in cutting out any unnecessary detail and all redundant words and phrases. You will be amazed at how succinctly you
can express yourself.
Second, ensure that the gist of the story is contained in the first paragraph, and in the first sentence - and make sure that
it is summarised in the headline. There should be no more than two sentences in the first paragraph and these should
sum up most of the main theme of the story so that a journalist need look no further to decide whether to use it or not.
In practice, journalists don’t have time to read more than the first paragraph (par) in any case.
Third, keep the English as simple and everyday as possible. Remember the Sun. The readers you are aiming at might prefer
that kind of direct approach because it is clearer and more understandable. Avoid using long words, certainly for the
sake of doing so. Where you are dealing with complex issues, try to introduce a simple example demonstrating what you
mean. Be prepared to simplify your terminology, despite the protests of your fellow managers who believe you are selling
short the story. The journalist will shorten everything in any case, so you might as well accept this with a good grace.
This is not dumbing down, however, nor is it patronising the reader. It is setting out what you have to say clearly, concisely
and logically so that the result will be better understanding. There is no future for writers of patronising or overly bland
press releases.
Try to avoid technical jargon with specialised meanings and obscure terms. If the nature and subject matter of the story
dictate that you must use technical jargon, then make sure it’s explained in simple layman’s language. Call a spade a spade,
not a manually operated earth moving implement, as some bureaucrats would do. And avoid pretension. Maximise the
benefits of your achievements, products or services by all means but don’t claim that they are what they are not.
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Fourth, pay attention to your layout. This is not something you can leave to someone else as you might in a business
letter. There is a generally accepted form of laying out a press release which at least shows the journalist that you know
what you are doing.
Always give the release a heading and a date at the top. Always set out the document in space and a half or double spacing.
A closely printed document is harder to read, harder to annotate and harder to edit. Moreover, it looks like Dickens or
Dostoevsky - which might be OK for the Times Literary Supplement but not for the Sun because it is visually off-putting
and unexciting. Leave plenty of room in broad margins for scribbled annotations.
Make sure that your name and all contact details (phone, fax, e mail, web site address, postal address) are clearly set out
at the bottom as a source of further information. And make sure that there’s somebody competent in the office to answer
the phone when it rings - preferably the writer of the release)
Fifth, use quotes sparingly and judicially. Don’t be bullied by senior or forceful managers to include their name and
words of wisdom unless they really add to the story. Never use quotes to begin the release or early in the release. They
can be added at the end so that the journalist can include them if there is any space. Coming higher up, they smack of
self aggrandizement and are likely to cause the whole release to be binned. if possible, use a third party to endorse your
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Sixth, don’t expect a piece of paper, e mail or fax to solve all your publicity requirements. Follow it up with ma phone
call if you can, sell a feature article around it, include or offer a photo if appropriate, invite a journalist to a follow-up
meeting, interview or other event - anything to capitalise on the attention your release may have gained. The release is only
a device to bring you and your organisation to the notice of the media and a basic statement of your story - no more. It’s
there to build bridges with journalists and to help develop that relationship; it’s not a magic wand or a panacea for all ills.

Preparing the way and following up
The press release in itself is not enough to turn a low profile topic into a high profile public debate. Indeed, you may write
as number of perfectly good, workmanlike releases and never see one of them in print unless you:1. prepare the way first and
2. follow up the release afterwards with a phone call
Even then, you may still not see any results.
However, what both of these actions do is to establish contact with the media, the most important part of any media
relations programme. It is essential that the targets of your stories, the journalists, know a bit about the outfit and the
person from whom they are receiving these releases otherwise they will find it very difficult, if not impossible, to place
them in context and will probably ignore them in favour of something easier or more familiar.
You need a good excuse to make contact with a writer you’ve never met, who’s never heard of you and who has many
other things to do at that particular moment. A follow up call to a strong release is one way; then you can turn on the
full PR service by:•

introducing yourself and your organisation

•

asking whether he/she received the release. (if not, get another one on the e mail or fax straight away)

•

asking whether the release was of interest to the publication

•

asking whether they would like any clarification or amplification

•

asking whether they would like a photograph or other illustration

•

asking whether he/she would like to meet the person responsible for the initiative if the release with a view
to writing a more in-depth feature than could be based on a press release.

•

inviting them to see for themselves, test the product in service, visit a plant., office, laboratory or other
location at which you can show something genuinely interesting.

All these are simply excuses to grab the time and attention of the journalist and direct him/her towards the fuller writing
up of your story. And they must all be asked very tactfully in a very short time, because the journalist is very busy and
won’t appreciate a third degree grilling when a deadline is looming. Sometimes you hit lucky and come across a writer
who is genuinely very interested in your story; then the rewards will not be slow to appear.
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The benefits and the objectives of this contact are far more lasting than one story. If created properly, they establish a
relationship of mutual business value; you have information which the journalist needs or wants from time to time and
he/she has access to the means of publicising that - and other information - for the entertainment and enlightenment of
the readership.
Ion order to write authoritatively about your organisation however, the journalist needs to know something about its
background; what the total market is, what the emerging trends might be, what the social consequences could be, how your
product or service is aimed at a particular niche in the market, how it will benefit its customers, who the really important
people are in a given sector and what’s generally happening in that area of activity, whether it be public or private sector.
Journalists can learn some of this information from their own sources but are unlikely to be able to obtain full or official
confirmation without access to specialist industry or sector sources so your ratification - or correction - of what they
think they know can be invaluable to them - and not unhelpful to you. journalists remember their friends; equally, they
retain a very clear picture of their enemies.

The Mutual Benefits
Sometimes, you will have to do a bit of horse trading. Remember that the journalist is always on the look out for a
good story. if, in the course of your normal activities, you happen to come across information which, without betraying
confidences, approaches the nature of a juicy titbit, then it may be no skin off your nose to share it with someone who
appreciates it more than you do.
But be very careful. Information given in innocence can be twisted out of all recognition, especially by an irresponsible
reporter out to make a quick name for him/herself - and it has to be admitted that a few of these do exist. You have to
know exactly what you’re doing and, even more importantly, what he/she is doing before you can safely risk giving away
information which is nt normally available. You also have to play game of chess and guess the consequences of seeing
that information in the public domain. Sometimes it could be very useful to you; at other times, it could perhaps be very
damaging to somebody. The two facts may not always coincide.
If you can achieve this without hurting anyone, however, you’ll probably find it a useful way of:1. Receiving favourable attention from that journalist when you’ve got a less than gripping story for which you
badly need coverage and
2. keeping in touch with what is happening elsewhere in your field of activity.
Treated cautiously and cleverly, it can act as a private information gathering system. Bungled, it can land both you and the
journalist in a great deal of hot water as a few less than discreet and over enthusiastic government press nad information
officers found out in the early years of the Blair administration.
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There was once a company where it often used to be recognised practice to leak the contents of letters to employees to
the local media, sometimes even before the letter itself was sent out. This was especially the case before an anticipated
industrial dispute or in the middle of one. It had the effect of publicizing the management’s viewpoint far more widely
than could otherwise have been the case and, what was even more important, it delivered the message straight to the
employees’ homes and families in a way that appeared to be an impartial, third party recording of events and attitudes.
It was all strictly unofficial, although everybody knew that it was being done and, for a while, it greatly assisted in
strengthening the company’s relationship with the local media. After a while, some journalists tumbles to the ruse and
realised that they were being used as an extension of the company propaganda machine but by that time, media relationship
were more harmonious and no major lasting harm was done.
This sort of information, or an unofficial briefing given to a selected journalist over lunch or a drink, is often termed
“off the record” the implication being that the journalist will either not use it at al or, if he/she does, will never reveal its
source. Sadly, this is an ideal world scenario that takes no account of the serpent tempting Eve. Although loyalty rates
are generally reasonably high, journalists need good stories of this nature. The only safe way of approaching an unofficial
briefing normally is to assume that everything is ON the record. The relationship with the journalist is unlikely to suffer
and, if you do receive less than glowing reports in the publication concerned, perhaps it just means that you need to find
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Another useful way of cultivating media awareness is to let it be known that you have experts or authorities on a number
of topics who are prepared to give an opinion on a subject which might come up in the course of daily news coverage. Thus
a university in Birmingham a stone’s throw from the two local TV stations supplied them both with a list of academics
(or “dons” as the media insisted on calling them) who were prepared to comment upon aspects of the news. In this way,
a number of academics were able to air their views and news of their own work, gained useful experience of broadcasting
and several went on the command considerable respect and attention from TV over the next few years.
One economics professor, for example, was asked to go into the studios to comment live on the Budget when the Chancellor
of the Exchequer was making his speech - something many of us would, no doubt, like to do but are never asked.
This has to be constantly pushed, however, and any lapse in telling the TV stations will often result in their forgetting that
these academics exist. Media people have very short memories. It was amusing to see that the Open University cottoned
on to this device about 20 years later and produced a lavish “Guide to expertise at the Open University”. This tome runs
to no less than 172 pages, which is a comprehensive, if rather cumbersome, way of doing things and covers subjects from
the “Abortion - the ethics of abortion” to “Women - prostitution and chastity movements in Victorian Britain”. Just in
case you feel short changed there is also an alphabetical listing of all academics; it’s remarkable what the public purse can
finance when reputations may be questioned.
Without aspiring to this level you can often command coverage for yourself or your organisation by simply being willing
to help a journalist or broadcaster when needed. Such attitudes and assistance are remembered and usually acknowledged
in some form at some time.

The Visit
Invitations to visit locations - factories, offices, laboratories, exhibition areas and so on - are often appreciated because
journalists need to know a little about a wide variety of topics. Consequently, they are often grateful for help in reducing
the learning curve they inevitably experience.
There are a few rules here which will help to derive the best from the experience.
1. Make sure the place and the employees are as clean as can reasonably be expected. Dirty and untidy
premises can denote a lack of pride on the part of those who own, manage and operate them.
2. Make sure that, without planting tame “organisational people”, you don’t give the local militant a free hit at
your employee relations policies. Ensure that a few responsible employees are on hand to be interviewed and
train them in advance. Likewise, make sure that you observe the courtesies of informing your employees
through whose areas the visitors will pass. Nothing is more annoying to employees than to have to watch
a string of unknown visitors parade past as though they were visiting the zoo - especially if they are
brandishing note pads or cameras. This is exacerbated if the employees have not been told who the visitors
are, let alone why they are visiting.
3. Don’t let a journalist leave without some token of hospitality. Four course lunches are neither necessary
nor desirable but a buffet lunch or at east a drink or coffee and snack of some sort are both essential and
appreciated - provided they don’t take up too much time. They can also help to break the ice is the story is
in any way dubious.
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4. Don’t let the journalist leave either without a written record of the major points of what has been seen and
experienced, even if this may have to be produced specially for the occasion. It will always come in handy
for the next time and the chances of the journalist retaining the key information is greatly increased. Full
press packs are essential for larger scale visits and should include a news story which can be used at once,
background information, illustrations and possible product or service literature. Indeed, this is the only
occasion when marketing literature can be safely handed to journalists.
5. Don’t try to “over-produce” the visit. Don’t force the guest to talk to anyone if he/she doesn’t want to or force
an unwilling employee to give an interview. Don’t let anyone put on a sales pitch, although demonstration of
the subject of the story is often appreciated. And don’t submerge your guest in an avalanche of irrelevant or
marketing based information; it probably won’t be read and it certainly won’t be appreciated.
Above all, the visit shows a willingness to be open with a journalist; an honest approach which he/she will find reassuring
when dealing with your subsequent media coverage requests because it has created more understanding, familiarity and
a closer relationship. It demonstrates that, not only do you have nothing to hide and a great deal to show but that you
are quite prepared to let them see that fact for themselves. Consequently, it puts your future relationship on a footing of
mutual trust; the first essential in any dealings with the media.
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